Spreading Knowledge and Wonder
Fans of TV science programs were likely captivated by the documentary about human evolution that premiered on PBS stations in 2014. ''Your Inner Fish'' provided a guided tour of the human body and where its many features came fromcolor vision and brain anatomy from primates, teeth and skin and hair from ancient reptiles, necks and fingers and eyes from primordial fish. The three-part series combined time-tested nature documentary footage with animated versions of long-extinct creatures worthy of any modern science fiction movie. That approach won the company that produced it, Tangled Bank Studios, an Emmy for graphic design and art direction.
Any filmmaker would be proud to win such an honor, but Tangled Bank isn't your average studio. It's the production company of the Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI), an organization in Chevy Chase, MD, that funds biomedical research. The film production company is part of HHMI's scientific outreach program, an effort to help educate everyone from high school students to the general public about biological sciences.
''Your Inner Fish,'' featured Neil Shubin, a fish paleontologist and professor of anatomy at the University of Chicago and was based on his book of the same name. Tangled Bank Studios has produced other science films as well. A documentary about vaccines, examining the disproved belief that vaccines are a cause of autism, ran as part of PBS's science series, Nova. Another, ''Mass Extinction: Life at the Brink,'' aired on the Smithsonian Channel.
The studio tries to make its films engaging and enjoyable to watch. ''The film has to breathe and has to succeed as a piece of artistic entertainment,'' says Dennis Liu, HHMI's head of educational media and outreach. At the same time, ''We have to be absolutely certain the film is accurate, the film is rigorous,'' says Liu, a former professor of genetics at the University of Washington. Indeed, on top of the recognition for its graphical elements, ''Your Inner Fish'' also won the 2014 Kavli Science Journalism award for in-depth television reporting from the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
Most major universities, research institutions, and museums provide some sort of science outreach. Their aims are varied. They help improve science education in middle and high schools. They encourage more students to pursue careers as researchers. They work to increase science literacy among voters and legislators. And they aim to communicate the wonder and the joy of science to the world at large. Science outreach isn't just an add-on, say the people involved in doing it, it's an essential part of doing science.
''The idea that research and education are related, that's the principle of essentially every university and college,'' says Sean B. Carroll, vice president of science education at HHMI and professor of molecular biology and genetics at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. ''To generate knowledge and not disseminate it, that to me just doesn't make sense. It's like writing music and never playing it.'' Carroll also does his own share of science communication, having written several popular science books and a monthly column for the New York Times.
One of the reasons HHMI's films work as outreach is that they embrace storytelling, says Carroll, a term that sometimes has a bad odor among scientists because it seems to imply that facts are being simplified or distorted to fit a narrative. ''I don't mean that at all,'' he says. He explains that story is a basic way that humans make sense of the world around them. ''We absorb story at a higher level that we absorb mere facts.'' It's the lack of story in some traditional science teaching that turns students off to the subject, he argues. ''Look at a science textbook and show me the narrative. It isn't there,'' Carroll says. ''It exists as this kind of dismembered collection of facts and thoughts and snippets, and that's not how science is done.'' Instead of a dry list of facts, science is a process of people struggling to understand some phenomenon, sometimes failing, and then coming up with a new line of attack. Talking about it that way can help promote people's appreciation of science, and get what they hear to stick in their minds.
''You're not going to communicate effectively unless there are elements of story there,'' Carroll says. ''It gives them greater emotional engagement. They care more, and that's just stickier.'' While the documentaries are aimed at the public at large, HHMI's outreach efforts are mainly geared toward education, mostly at the high school and undergraduate level. Over the years, the education division has developed a vast array of materials meant to supplement standard biology classes, which the institute makes freely available through its website, HHMI Biointeractive. There are teacher's guides on topics such as evolution, gene expression, immunology, and statistics. There are animations to help explain the carbon cycle, or how a newt regenerates a limb. There are short films on an array of topics. There are even models of viruses that anyone with access to a 3D printer can turn into a tangible representation of a microbe.
The institute has also created interactive exercises that teachers can use in the classroom. One, for instance, walks students through what can be learned by studying a 3.6-million-year-old set of footprints, and lets them make their own observations and draw their own inferences. Another lets them collect actual data on animal activity, using a webcam broadcasting from Gorongosa National Park in Mozambique, to answer ecological questions they choose.
The curriculum materials have been developed over several years, Liu says, ever since HHMI started attending the annual meetings of the National Science Teachers Association and the National Association of Biology Teachers. At first, ''To generate knowledge and not disseminate it, that to me just doesn't make sense. It's like writing music and never playing it.'' the institute merely sponsored an informational booth, but then they started holding lectures on various topics in biology for the teachers. Over time, with feedback from the teachers, those evolved into interactive workshops. Now HHMI offers workshops that count toward teachers' requirements for continuing education, and the teachers help them field test their curriculum materials.
Liu says the aim of the materials is to fit in with and supplement existing high school and college textbooks. ''The other thing that we really focus on is: How do you know? How do you gather evidence? What's the process of science?'' he says. ''The standard textbooks, they're basically encyclopedias of what we know. They're very little concerned with how we know it.'' Education at the secondary level is also the main thrust for outreach programs at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory (CSHL), a non-profit institution on Long Island, NY, that funds biology research and education. The lab runs the DNA Learning Center, which allows middle and high school students to get the experience of working in a genetics laboratory with real equipment. Students in the New York area take day trips to the lab or participate in week-long science camps during the summer.
Students visiting the lab use the equipment to take samples of their own DNA, then sequence it. In one experiment, they use polymerase chain reaction to amplify a portion of their DNA, then use gel electrophoresis to separate two different alleles of a particular gene. Determining their own genotype allows them to learn something about human population genetics, and how people with different alleles are spread across the planet. Another experiment allows them to find whether they have a single nucleotide variant that affects their ability to taste a bitter chemical.
There are other tests they can run to learn more about genetics. ''You buy fish and sequence it and find out if your salmon is really salmon, and oftentimes it's not,'' says Bruce Stillman, the president of CSHL, who also runs his own research lab. The hands-on experience that students get is a valuable supplement to what they're learning in their classrooms, he says. ''They come out of this knowing a lot more than they would if they were just studying a normal state curriculum.''
The learning center dates back to 1998, when, Stillman says, ''genetics was becoming a little more visible in the public eye.'' It has since spread. The lab opened the DNA Learning Center West in the Long Island community of Lake Success, NY, in 2002 . Then, in 2008 , it launched the Harlem DNA Lab. There are plans for another facility in New York City, most likely in Brooklyn. They've also gone international, aiding in the opening of similar spaces in Singapore; Melbourne, Australia; and Vienna.
The program is popular with educators. Lisa Cellini, a science teacher at St. Joseph's High School in Trumbull, CT, has gotten grant money in each of the past 7 years to take the seniors in her genetics and microbiology classes to the center for hands-on experience. Though she does teach her class how to do PCR and electrophoresis, she feels that hearing about those techniques from someone besides their science teacher helps drive home their importance to the students. ''There's actually a scientist who's using this stuff, so they're seeing it in the real world,'' she says.
Cellini says the experience at the center reinforces the lessons she's trying to teach. ''I find it lends itself very nicely to enhancing what I'm doing in the classroom,'' she says. ''It leads to a lot more conversations when we get back to class.'' It also prompts emails from her former students when they take freshman biology in college and impress their peers by already knowing lab techniques.
She appreciates the existence of material to supplement her lessons, and also relies on HHMI's unit on cancer biology. These institutions' outreach helps introduce her students to the notion that there are careers in research, something she says few of them are aware of. ''I don't think enough high school students realize their science options outside of medicine,'' she says. ''My goal is to get them to realize there is a whole world of options out there if they're interested.'' Liu says HHMI's aim is not necessarily to create more undergraduate biology majors. He would just like to expose a wider variety of students to the possibility of science careers, to improve diversity in science by making more people aware that the opportunity to become a researcher exists.
Chinese students will soon have access to similar programs when a new $12 million DNA Learning Center opens in Suzhou, where Cold Spring Harbor Asia has been situated since 2008. China has a population of more than 1.3 billion people, and ''the majority of them have not been exposed to real scientific experiences,'' says Maoyen Chi, director of the center. Compared to neighboring countries such as Japan, South Korea, and Singapore, science literacy in China is ''much lower,'' he says. But there's pressure both from parents and from the government to change that, to make the Chinese better able to compete in the world. ''Chinese parents are so eager for their kids to be educated and exposed to the cutting-edge knowledge,'' Chi says. ''The reality here in China is parents are not happy with the current educational system,'' which tends to rely on rote memorization. Chinese Premier Li Keqiang is a big fan of Steve Jobs, Chi says, ''but the current Chinese educational system cannot produce a Steve Jobs. '' As in New York, the center in Suzhou will offer students the opportunity to do hands-on biology experiments, but with a local twist. For instance, because air pollution is a big concern in the country, students may collect air samples, incubate them to collect any fungi, bacteria, or viruses in them, and then sequence those to examine how much pollution comes from, say, the soil versus an industrial source. When they sequence their own DNA, people with the family name Kong will be able to check whether they might be descendants of Confucius, who had the same family name.
The aim of such projects, Chi says, is to get across the idea that science is related to the students' own experience. ''Science is not something remotely far away in a fancy lab. Science applies to daily life,'' he says.
Getting students to appreciate the role science plays in their lives is a battle many in the field of science outreach are fighting. ''I think all western countries are struggling, this country in particular, in terms of interesting our students to be involved in science,'' says Denis Goodrum, retired dean of education at the University of Canberra, Australia, and executive director of Science By Doing, a project of the Australian Academy of Science to design the science curriculum for grades 7 through 10 across the country.
Faced with declining enrollment in elective science courses, the Australian government has made studying science in high school compulsory. Goodrum authored a report for the academy in 2012 that showed more than 94 percent of students had taken a science course in the grade 12 in 1992, but the number dropped to just over 51 percent by 2010. The academy is now most of the way through a 10-year program to design the new science curriculum. As the name implies, Science By Doing involves hands-on lessons, as well as a website with interactive activities and video clips, along with teacher's guides to the lessons.
''We're trying to make science a much more interesting and exciting subjectwell, the subject that it is, a subject of interest and investigation and discovery,'' Goodrum says.
The Australian Academy of Sciences is looking to promote science literacy among the lower grades with a program called Primary Connections, which offers courses and curriculum materials for primary school teachers. They're also trying to encourage new ways of teaching mathematics across the country.
The academy performs outreach to the general public as well. Brain Box, a series of short, online video interviews with scientists, helps humanize the people doing science and lets them talk about what questions they work on. An outreach website, dubbed Nova but unrelated to the PBS series, offers videos and infographics that explain various topics of interest to a general audience, covering subjects ranging from antibiotic resistance to how wildfires happen.
Though these institutions focus a significant part of their outreach efforts on teaching science to secondary school students, they also hope to increase scientific literacy and understanding of various topics among the public at large. And that can be particularly challenging on topics where there is active denial. A 2015 report from the Pew Research Center, for instance, found that 57 percent of Americans surveyed believe that genetically modified foods are unsafe to eat, whereas 88 percent of scientists consider them safe. Thirty-one percent of Americans don't believe in evolution, an amount that's held steady over time. And a quarter of people dismiss the idea that the climate is changing, while another 23 percent accept that it is but attribute that to natural causes rather than human activity. ''It's the most advanced scientific country in the world,'' Stillman laments, ''and yet we have a population where the majority of people don't believe in evolution and there's a lot of misunderstanding of genetically modified food.''
The problem is not unique to the US. ''In China, there has been a hot debate on GMOs,'' Chi says. ''People don't know what a gene is, but they're arguing. '' In Australia, says Goodrum, there has never been the sort of organized creationist movement the US has seen, mostly because that country's smaller population and more centralized educational system discourage it, but denial of evolution does exist there. He's hoping the Academy of Science's efforts can increase the public's understanding in all areas of science. ''The importance of rational thinking in terms of just democracy itself is so essential,'' he says. ''We don't want our decisions made by superstition or dogma.'' HHMI waded into controversy when they made a Nova episode about vaccines. Liu says he wanted to go beyond just repeating that the imagined link between autism and vaccines has been discredited. He feels it's more effective to talk about what is known about where autism comes from. ''We're at a good time now because there's increasing genetic evidence. We know more and more each week about what actually causes autism,'' Liu says. The Nova website contains a large collection of additional materials on the topics covered in the episode. And the outreach doesn't stop with viewers; PBS and Tangled Bank also produced a 26-page guide for journalists on how to cover outbreaks of vaccine-preventable diseases.
While the scientists who do outreach like to counter misinformation, their mission is much broader, they argue. Children are ''the voters of the future. We want them to have some understanding of how science works, some delight in science,'' Liu says.
''We're not exclusively taking on things that have elements of controversy,'' says Carroll. ''We're also just trying to inspire people to be interested in nature and the planet and the universe around them. It's just a fascinating place.''
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